Commencement
May 3, 2024

College of Arts, Media and Design
Class of 2024
University Awards

COMPASS AWARD
Graham Moitoso
2024, Architecture

HAROLD D. HODGKINSON AWARD
Marta Hill
2024, Journalism

SEARS B. CONDIT AWARD
Lila Hempel-Edgers
2025, Criminal Justice and Journalism

OUTSTANDING MASTER’S STUDENT AWARD IN TEACHING
Brandon Lyman
Art + Design

OUTSTANDING PHD STUDENT AWARD IN EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING
Jules Rochielle Sievert
2027, Interdisciplinary Design and Media

EXCELLENCE IN RESEARCH AND CREATIVE ACTIVITY AWARD
Ang Li
Assistant Professor, Architecture

HUNTINGTON 100
Raiyah Ahmid
2024, Journalism

Maazi Chery
2024, Environmental Studies and Music

Katherine Dumigan
2024, Architecture

Gwen Egan
2024, Journalism and Interaction Design

Lauren Elkins
2024, Psychology and Music

Clara Folkebo
2025, Communication Studies

Marta Hill
2024, Journalism

Catherine Kennedy
2025, Business Administration and Design

Olivia Olson-Roberts
2025, Studio Art and Visual Studies

Rachel Osborne
2024, Business Administration and Design

Corinna Parrish
2024, Psychology and Music

Ruchi Patel
2024, Architectural Studies/Design

Elena Plumb
2024, Journalism

Nicole Roach
2024, Architecture

Alex Sumas
2024, Journalism

Andie Weiner
2024, Psychology and Theatre

LUX. VERITAS. VIRTUS.
Morgan Foster
2024, Media Advocacy

Jay Kemp
2024, Media Advocacy

Brandon Lyman
2024, Art + Design

Gabriela Palacios Villon
2024, Architecture

Rachel Peterson
2024, Information Design and Data Visualization

Pavithra Rajesh
2024, Media Innovation and Data Communication

CAMD Awards

GRADUATE CREATIVE AND RESEARCH PROJECT AWARDS
Elijah Nicholson-Messmer
MS, Media Innovation and Data Communication

Chloe Hudson Prock
MS, Information Design & Data Visualization

UNDERGRADUATE CREATIVE AND RESEARCH PROJECT AWARDS
Nikola Angell
BA, Communication Studies and Linguistics

Gabriella Barnett
BS, Journalism and Criminal Justice

Jasmine Bryant
BS, Music with Concentration in Music Industry

Liza Granoe
BSME, Mechanical Engineering and Design

Ethan Matthews
BS, Architecture

UNDERGRADUATE GROUP CREATIVE AND RESEARCH PROJECT AWARD
Makenna Harnden
BS, Media and Screen Studies and Theatre

Donovan Holt
BS, Theatre

Hannah Marks
BS, Theatre

EXPERIENTIAL EDUCATION AWARDS
Gavin Gershman
BS, Architectural Studies

Cassandra Lanson
BS, Environmental Science and Landscape Architecture

Liam Martley
BS, Music with Concentration in Music Technology

Ziyu Peng
MS, Media Innovation and Data Communication

DEAN’S SPECIAL RECOGNITION AWARDS
Tessa Baum
BFA, Design

Marta Hill
BA, Journalism

Graham Moitoso
BS, Architecture

 Ethan Wayne
BA, Communication Studies

EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING
Heidi Kevoe-Feldman
Associate Professor, Communication Studies

Patrick Kana
Associate Director of Makerspaces and Part-Time Lecturer, Art + Design and Architecture

EXCELLENCE IN RESEARCH AND CREATIVE ACTIVITY
John Winbey
Associate Professor, Journalism

Pedro Cruz
Associate Professor, Art + Design

HIGH IMPACT TEACHING AWARDS
Rahul Bhargava
Assistant Professor, Art + Design and Journalism

Amy Bryzgel
Teaching Professor, Art + Design

Hillary Chute
Distinguished Professor, Art + Design

Ellen Fontana
Associate Teaching Professor, Communication Studies

Sara Fuchs Hayat
Visiting Assistant Teaching Professor, Architecture

Jennifer Gradecki
Assistant Professor, Art + Design

Steve Granelli
Associate Teaching Professor, Communication Studies

Carlene Hempel
Teaching Professor, Journalism

Patrick Kana
Associate Director of Makerspaces and Part-Time Lecturer, Art + Design and Architecture

Melinda Lopez
Professor of the Practice, Theatre

Andrew Mall
Associate Professor, Music

Peter Mancusi
Associate Teaching Professor, Journalism

Susan Meilo
Associate Professor, Communication Studies

Rebekah Moore
Assistant Professor, Music

Jeremy Munn
Part-Time Lecturer, Architecture
Recognition

Samantha Richert Boehm
Assistant Teaching Professor, Theatre

Lily Song
Assistant Professor, Architecture

Kledia Spiro
Postgraduate Teaching Fellow, Art + Design

Gloria Sutton
Associate Professor, Art + Design

Dan Zedek
Professor of the Practice, Journalism

OUTSTANDING STAFF IMPACT AWARD
Tammi Westgate
Associate Director, College Research Administration

OUTSTANDING STAFF EXCELLENCE AWARD
Kate Zephir
Administrative Officer, School of Architecture

School of Architecture Awards
ALPHA RHO CHI MEDAL
Graham Moitoso
ED ALLEN AWARD
Kevin Alloway

MARDGES BACON BOOK AWARD
Godwin Cyrus Gaga

PORTFOLIO PRIZE, HONORABLE MENTION
Kevin Alloway
Cassandra Lanson

PORTFOLIO PRIZE, FIRST PLACE
Gavin Gershman
Callum Turner

THE AIA MEDAL FOR ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
Kevin Alloway

KING AWARD
Gavin Gershman

GPA AWARD
Gavin Gershman

MESERVE AWARDS
Tessa Baum
Matthew Blanco
Aaron Cai
Elaina Comia
Ava DiPietro
Erin Fine
Liza Granoe
Skye Kothari
Lucy Krumsick
Samik Mathur
Enzo Nguyen
Evelyn Ogier
Phoebe Om
Ethan Pidgeon
Armanpreet (Preet) Singh
Hugo Vella Vicente
Mars Wagner

MFA INFORMATION DESIGN AND DATA VISUALIZATION AWARD
Yujia Huo

MS GAME SCIENCE AND DESIGN AWARD
Yichi Zhang

MFA EXPERIENCE DESIGN AWARD
Zhiman Bai

Department of Art + Design Awards
ART + DESIGN COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH-GROUP AWARD
Nilu Wu
Dharini Kamdar

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
Brianna Cheng
Ollie Matityahu

Department of Communication Studies Awards
THE CURTIS LEMAR HAIGH SCHOLARSHIP
Armaan Sarao

THE DALE A. HERBECK MEMORIAL AWARD
Ethan Wayne

THE MICHAEL WOODNICK QUALITY OF LIFE AWARD
Yuqing “Tracy” Wang

THE RICHARD KATULA ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Amy Tey

PRODUCTION ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
1st Place: Wuyuhui “Victor” Zhang
2nd Place: Ziqi Pan
3rd Place: Parker McQuaid

School of Journalism Awards

PAUL G. KEOUGH MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Gabriella Barnett

JACQUELINE A. KORNISH MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Clara McCourt
Matthew Yan

JAMES M. RAGSDALE MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Gwen Egan

GEORGE A. SPEERS MEMORIAL FUND (DIRECTOR’S AWARD)
Marta Hill
Isabel Meyers
Katherine Mogg

Department of Music Awards
LEONARD BROWN AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN MUSIC PERFORMANCE
Jason Hoopes

JUDITH TICK AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN MUSIC SCHOLARSHIP
Peter Benson

LEON JANIKIAN AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN MUSIC INDUSTRY
Isabelle McNamara
Rosie Scott

DENNIS MILLER AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
Lucas Faria de Sá Tucker

ROLAND NADEAU AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN MUSIC CO-OP
Liam Martley
Corinna Parish

MUSIC AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN CREATIVE PRACTICE
Jasmine Bryant

SUSAN ASAI AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING CITIZENSHIP IN MUSIC
Katherine Miner

Department of Theatre Awards

EUGENE B. BLACKMAN SCHOLARSHIP
Brenna Thornton
Nicolas Fernandez

THE TIMOTHY J. LONERGAN AND PAUL JOSEPH CYR MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Jada Saintlouis
Makenna Harnden

THE BEDFORD FAMILY FOUNDATION AWARD
Annaliese Fagan
Exemplary Student Work

Graduate Creative and Research Project Awards

Elijah Nicholson-Messmer, Media Innovation and Data Communication, MS

What are apartment bidding wars costing you?
With a lack of housing and ramped-up competition, paying over the asking price is becoming an inescapable reality for many prospective tenants in Greater Boston. To tell this story, the project analyzed data of 4,000 apartments across Greater Boston that were rented in the months leading up to September 1st, 2023. Readers can also search their ZIP Code to learn how rent bidding is impacting their neighborhood. The story includes interviews with renters, real estate professionals, and policy experts to learn more about why and how this practice is happening.

Chloe Hudson Prock, Information Design & Data Visualization, MS

Inviting Engagement: Metaphorical data visualization for socio-environmental issues
A series of projects that employ data visualization to illuminate complex global issues, from climate risk and greenhouse gas emissions to the trade of worn textiles and textile waste. These projects aim to offer insight into the social factors contributing to inequality in the context of environmental pollutants and climate change, and to explore how using symbolic visual forms in data visualization can help disrupt cognitive dissonance and a sense of despondence around troubling topics like climate change.

Undergraduate Creative and Research Project Awards

Nikola Angell, Communication Studies, BA

NUPD Caller Crisis Training
Through synthesizing Dr. Kevoe Feldman’s expertise in crisis management and Nikola’s shared interest in police communication work, they both embarked on exploring the intersectionality of crisis communication, organizational communication, health communication, disaster management, and interactional linguistic analysis covered in the core communication studies major. Together they reviewed case studies with real-world 9-1-1 call transcripts to examine crisis situations whilst applying crisis management principles. The culmination of their work provided a four-hour training session for NUPD call-takers. The training’s purpose was to use real-world data to explain the importance of caller-management and operational policies within emergency management organizations, decision-making and ethics in the field, and mental-health de-escalation tactics.

Exemplary Student Work

Gigi Barnett, Criminal Justice and Journalism, BS

Why TV executives should listen to their interns
This Storybench article showcases the experience of NBC Chicago interns as they presented a pitch to company managers. Their mission? To transcend traditional news platforms and captivate audiences spanning various age demographics. NBC leadership, inspired by the interns’ initiative, elevated the concept by introducing a dynamic, commercial-style newscast on their streaming platform. This resonates deeply with Gigi’s research alongside Professor Mike Beaudet and the Reinventing Local TV News Project, which emphasizes the significance of pioneering storytelling techniques in contemporary media landscapes.

Jasmine Bryant, Music with Concentration in Music Industry, BS

Composer/Pianist
Jasmine Bryant has had several performances and readings of her works by the Northeastern University Wind Ensemble as their first-ever composer-in-residence, as well as by the Delaware All-State Band as their guest composer in 2023, by solo players in student recitals around the country, and at the Juilliard School through the Juilliard Summer Composition Intensive and Juilliard Extension. Included in the works performed and read by Northeastern University are Saharan Dusk (2022), River Ghoul For Wind Ensemble and Featured Clarinet (2022), Bliss (2018/2023), Central Park Spring (2023), and piano concerto Whirlwind (2024).

Liza Granoe, Mechanical Engineering and Design, BSME

Practice Period
Tampons are one of the most common methods of absorbing period blood but can be challenging to learn. Many women have expressed experiencing extreme discomfort the first time they used a tampon because of a lack of understanding of how to insert it. Practice Period is a product aimed at people who do not know how to use tampons that provides tampons, written information on best practices, and an area with a mock vagina to practice tampon insertion so users can develop the muscle memory to use on themselves.
Exemplary Student Work

Ethan Matthews, Architecture, BS
Architecture and Land: Away from an Extractive Paradigm
The project examines architectural representation conventions and how drawing techniques can shape, and improve, our relationship with land. Largely referencing indigenous research and traditional ecological knowledge, the drawings investigate different methodologies of representing kin, land, and time. If architects drew and specified materials differently, could we have a more reciprocal and respectful relationship with our native ecologies? If land were represented as a palimpsest of non-human beings and land throughout time, would our designs be more animated and generative? Methodologies like these have the potential to reshape how designers consider building through an ethical and climate lens.

Undergraduate Group Creative and Research Project Award
Makenna Harnden, Donovan Holt, and Hannah Marks, Department of Theatre
Exception to the Rule
Donovan, Hannah, and Makenna were members of the production team for Exception to the Rule by Dave Harris, a collaboration between Northeastern University, Front Porch Arts Collective, and Suffolk University. This production follows six Black high schoolers diving deeper into what it means to be black during a detention period. This was an opportunity for the three to connect deeper to the Department of Theatre curriculum, and an opportunity for them to receive professional credits as a Light Designer (Makenna), Production Stage Manager (Hannah), and Director (Donovan).

Experiential Education Awards
Gavin Gershman, Architectural Studies, BS
Vernacular
To better understand how designers can uphold locally specific community heritage through stakeholder engagement, two cultural regions – the homes of the Ainu First Nation (Japan) and Wendat First Nation (Canada) people – were chosen for their similar climactic conditions and access to natural resources. Despite similar situations, their differing cultural values manifest in two distinct dwelling styles. This project aims to examine how cultural differences are expressed architecturally. Producing a framework of design supplementing the common practice of engaging with stakeholders through design.

Cassandra Lanson, Environmental Science and Landscape Architecture, BS
NOURISHLAND
NOURISHLAND examines Boston's landscape evolution from 1600 to the present through the lens of food systems. The Shawmut Peninsula has widened, narrowed, shifted, and straightened over time. NOURISHLAND asks how food systems, the growing, processing, distributing, and disposing of food, influence this landscape change. Through 27 interactive cards grouped by food system or historical narrative, people can overlay the landscape's past on a map of modern Boston. Each narrative corresponds to online audio that provides additional commentary. Through exploration, people can understand how what we eat shapes where we are.

Liam Martley, Music with Concentration in Music Technology, BS
Eighth Day Sound
Liam’s co-op with Eighth Day Sound led him to touring with some of the biggest names in the music industry. From the Re:SET concert series to Shania Twain’s Queen of Me tour, Liam traveled across the country flying PA for concerts on a nightly basis. His role involved everything from hanging massive speaker arrays to miking instruments and running cables. When he wasn’t on the road, Liam worked in the shop, where he helped to maintain the equipment and prepare it for tours.

Ziyu Peng, Media Innovation and Data Communication, MS
Dance to your Heartbeat
The label of disability places unnecessary limits on the capabilities people possess. This short documentary on a Deaf hip-hop dancer’s journey shows how an elastic heart breaks free from limitations, stereotypes, and self-denial. Through a storytelling approach centered on sign language images, the video becomes not only more accessible but also fosters a closer connection with the audience. Stories on disability justice are the torch of humanity that light up the path toward a more inclusive, and equal future.
Exemplary Student Work

Dean’s Special Recognition Awards

Tessa Baum, Design, BFA

Immersive Designs and Responsible Futures

Tessa focuses on designing brands and interventions that are immersive and push interactive conventions. Tessa’s multidisciplinary body of work activates unique inquiry in brand strategy, human experience and communication, user accessibility, physical craft, and design research. Alongside her design practice, Tessa supports the vast network of Scout as a proponent of student and design leadership. During her time with Scout, she has worked to translate thoughtful design practices into the languages of entrepreneurship and business. Above all, her pieces exemplify building beyond bounds and aim towards crafting more responsible futures.

Marta Hill, Journalism, BA

Unseen sides of journalism: harassment and forgotten female journalists

Through work in CAMD, Marta has explored two different areas of journalism. Funded by a CAMD Dean’s Honors scholarship, she worked with assistant professor Meg Heckman on a project that aimed to identify forgotten women in the Boston Globe’s history. Together, they searched through the Globe’s archives and are perusing interviews with a number of journalists. Separately, for an Honors in the Discipline project, Marta dug into how journalism schools should teach their students about the harassment they may face in the industry.

Graham Moitoso, Architecture, BS

Public Participation in Urban Design and Planning

Through projects such as the Chelsea Cool Block installation, the New Bedford Green Infrastructure Master Plan and the Blue Hill Ave Transportation Action Plan, Graham explored how residents in historically environmentally burdened neighborhoods could participate in the redesign of their built environments to promote access to public transit, community-building and improved public spaces.

Ethan Wayne, Communication Studies, BA

The intersection of reality and media from a mixed methods perspective

Ethan completed two majors research projects while here at Northeastern: One investigated the Kelce-Swift relationship and how the media portrayal, narrative construction, and personal branding contribute to the cultivation of dedicated fans, drawing parallels between the worlds of athletic achievement and musical stardom. In a second study, Ethan investigated how nonverbal cues like tone, volume, and body language affect de-escalation efforts and verbal instructions from uniformed police officers, as well as how the nonverbal cues of suspects affect standoffs and conflicts.
Graduate Programs

ARCHITECTURE

Master of Architecture
Kevin Scott Alloway
Nichole Alvarez
Aayush Amit Bafana
Urvi Devidas Balani
Christopher Joseph Beck
Isik Birkent
Nadya Boualany
Katrina Ann Brock
Noelle Kristine Burke
Emerson Ward Campbell
Mongkolmovita Chhiv
Alice Grace Clements
Alexandra Catherine Conrad
Arpi Celine Dayian
Veronica Isabel Fadel
Dylan Joseph Fiscus
Avery Clare Gillioren
Anita Goharfar
Elizabeth Guerrero
Scarlett Elizabeth Hanks
Lindsey Jean Hansen
Blake Helstein
Ryan James Hogan
Maryam Horri Farahani
Melissa Shea Jacobs
Sharameen Khan
Theodore Harrison
Kypreos
Jin Hao Lin
Michaela Margery Maloney
Aidan Jedediah Mayer
Gene-Philippe Mongan
April Michelle Morris
Andrea Murillo
Nicole Muszynski
Ndidiamaako Ngozi
Onwubueke
Gabriela Mercedes
Palacios Villon
Quinn D. Plante
Eva Kelsey Poon
Joshua Jay Pineda Reyes
Shannon Grace Rooney
Janhavi Kishor Sankhe
Jenna Sydenly Schor
Akhshit Sethi
Ravyn Smith
Dominick Amato Stanco
Lesia Tsyosvka
Robert J. Walshe
Yue Xiao
Rebecca Yen

Master of Science, Sustainable Urban Environments
Qingyuwan Wang
Yuan Zhang
Xueyang Zhou

ART + DESIGN

Master of Fine Arts, Experience Design
Zhiman Bai
Yihao Kong
Amber Yang Yang

Master of Fine Arts, Information Design and Data Visualization
Muxing Chen
Yujia Huo
Yuhu Wang
Rachel Rey[garden]

Master of Science, Experience Design
Cansu Canca
I Chen
Ishaan Dandia
Jane Effanga
Carina Xialu Halcomb
Yiqing Huang
Zifeng Jin
Deepthi Jojy
Sohee Kang
Seung Huyn Yekim
Xiwen Li
Yanlu Lu
Hai Minh Nguyen
Jinli Bhavesh Parsana
Monica Perezagua
Sanchez-Beato
Disha Bhupendra Rathod
Joseph Schnackertz
Denis Skarep
Rohan Tandon
Zihan Wang
Yuxin Xu
Amy Yang
Mansi Sharad Yeole
Xiaorong Yu
Songlin Yuan
Yixuan Zhong
Xuming Zhu

ART + DESIGN

Master of Science, Game Science and Design
Shams Kareem
Abdulhussein Behdali
Srinivas Teja Bhattar
Fangbin Chen
Abhinav Reddy Chitty
Weitao Cong
Xinyi Fan
Zekai Gong
Xiangqiong Guan
Shantanu Gupta
Xiwen Han
Zhlin Huang
Han Jiang
Rishi Vinayak Kudtarkar
Yuang Li
Yuanlong Li
Qijun Lin
Jinju Liu
Brandon C Lyman
Shanacly Swapn
Sanjay Shrivastava
Mohamad Nabil Oueida
Yifan Qin
Siddharth Sinha
Zareen Mariam Thomas
Zhongliang Wang
Zinan Wang
Jiani Wu
Yufeng Xie
Lu Xin
Zijia Xu
Haifeng Yang

Master of Science, Information Design and Data Visualization
Pranavi Aourpally
Pranali Darshankheli
Desai
Junlin Du
Lin Fan
Yunjia Hou
Chloe Hudson Prock
Aashita Jain
Naina Jaiswal
Haonan Qin
Siddhi Sunil Rote
Vishwasrao
Ruey-Ling Weng
Yanzhao Wu

Graduate Certificate, Experience Design
Lane Afrookteh

Graduate Certificate, Information Design and Data Visualization
Sofia Baah
Alexander John
Korcynski

INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS, MEDIA AND DESIGN

Master of Science, Arts Administration and Cultural Entrepreneurship
Alexis Lee Cardwell
Mia J. Chong
Brooke June Harman
Njuki Kiuri
Sarah Henle Pier

Master of Science, Creative Practice Leadership
Xiao Tan

Graduate Certificate, Cultural Entrepreneurship
Janie Paul Amelia Marsan

JOURNALISM

Master of Arts, Journalism
Wenxuan Fan
Yuqing Jin
Sabira Khalili
Jiaji Liu
Cassidy Jean McNeely
Isabel Rose Meyers
Jonathan Walsh

Master of Science, Media Advocacy
Quillan Rose Anderson
Olivia Mary Chislett
Ray Christian Ocampo
Cristobal

Degree Recipients

Class of 2024 / Degree Recipients
Degree Recipients

Undergraduate Programs

ARCHITECTURE
Bachelor of Science, Architecture
Grace Olivia Allen
Nicholas Everett Alonzo
Adriana Isabel Ball Schnell
Catherine Sophia Brownell
Jean Choi
Alexa Paola Dickinson
Teodora Djuraskovic
Katherine Corinne
Dumigan
Ilana Louise Feldman
Jackson William Franks
Godwin Cyrus Golocan
Gagaza
Nicholas Goharzadeh
Zeynep Gul
Amanda Marie Hansen
Charles Benjamin Harding
Zoe Maryellen Hunt
Alex Harper Israel
Ritika Iyer
Rachel Claire Kornberg
Chareese Tsui Kei Lam
Anais Gabrielle Marston
Ethan Hilton Matthews
Amy Rose McCullister
Malav Darshan Mehta
Romi Mersier
Graham Martin Moitoso
Marcella Lucia Moncada
Ruiz
Rory O’Connor
Jielle Jessica Roberts
Paul Michael Andrews Raitz
Valentina Riera
Nicole Alyse Roach
Hans-Nikolas Strobl
Romano

Bachelor of Science, Architectural Studies
Elisa Cristina Andrade
Alex Alexander
Khaled Adeeb Alshaye
Gavin Michael Gershman
Stephen Ward Graham
Sebastian Schuyler
Houseknecht
Aslyn Padre
Daniel Safranchik
Lein Sim
Sydney Marie Tan
Hailey Love Traut

Bachelor of Science, Architectural Studies and Design
Julia Grace Bulman
Kimberly Nicole Curry
Christopher Lee Kuang
Megan Olivia Lam
Allison Marie Leacu
Isabella Sophia Ondara
Ruchi Brijesh Patel
Beatriz Santos

Bachelor of Science, Landscape Architecture
Xin Guo

Bachelor of Science, Media Arts and Communication Studies
Sara Diane Dean
Hancan Jiang
Joyce Kuehn
Emma Kim Stollof
Hana Sung-Druny
Hansali Tavarez

Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science and Landscape Architecture
Cassandra Jane Lanson

ART + DESIGN
Bachelor of Arts, Art
Brian Charles Braumuller
Carla Cardenas
Susan Prier

Bachelor of Arts, English and Graphic Information Design
Sabrina Ruiz

Bachelor of Arts, Fine Arts, Design
Alexia Celeste Rios
Armanpreet Singh
Max Frederick Spencer
Dylan Morris Steinberg
Abigail Christine Tyler
Kathryn A Valente
Elizabeth Wheeler
Yanyin Wu
Amy Yang
Zhizhi Yuan

Bachelor of Arts, Fine Art

Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Game Design
Emilia Rose DeLuco
Tejim Lee
Qianli Liang
Chang Liu
Xin Yi Ren
Henry Wilson Sewell
Yong Chen Wang

Bachelor of Fine Arts, Game Design
Yiheng He
Hongqian Huang
Jiasi Tang
Nico Luna Ulloa
Tianyu Zhang
Tianyi Zhou
Wen Hao Zhu

Bachelor of Fine Arts, Games
Yibing Chen
Tomme Anthoney Denney
Bachelor of Fine Arts, Media Arts
Elaine Shana Birnbaum
Luke Chen
Madison Emily Isabel Cohen
Danielle Lisa Collins
Jackson David Crowley
Emanuelle Odouro Dokyi
Julia Feldman
Edzani Mugeni Kelapile
Charlie Jun Kim
Skye Afsheen Kothari
Tianna Marie McDonald
Victoria Louis Okragly
Phoebe Om
Ziqi Pan
Hugo Mark Vella Vicente
Kaitlyn Wang

Bachelor of Fine Arts, Studio Art
Eloni Terese Bickham
Brianna Keely Cheng
Esther Fuentes
Ollie Matityahu
Andalucia Lynn Prendes
Mars J Wagner
Reese Michelmann
Bachelor of Fine Arts, Behavioral Neuroscience and Design
Alexa Nicole Marmolejo
Bachelor of Science, Business Administration and Design
Hannah Jean Ahn
Jenny Xutianjie Chen
Abby Jade Faizone
Josef Elijah Gabbay
Owen Randolph Hudson
Apuva Padman Jakkani
Angela Lin
Carter Fausto Nunez
Rachel Elizabeth Osborne
Jonah Sachs
Shreya Subramaniam
Janine Wang
Bachelor of Science, Game Design and Technology
Matthew Siegelson
Bachelor of Science, Graphic and Information Design and Mathematics
Elaina Michele Comia
Mariana Toumazou
COMMUNICATION STUDIES
Bachelor of Arts, Communication Studies
Allison Brynne Albach
Jena Almasri
Nikola Athenia Angell
Lana Michelle Baptiste
Ryan Nelson Beckmann
Katherine Ann Billman
Lily Erin Boris Blaustein
Stuart Murray Carlisle
Jenna Hong Sum Chin
Jacyn Tate Daniels
Kayla Olivia Davis
Augustin Escandon
Thomas Keen Everson

Bachelor of Science, Communication and Media Studies
Alize Abdelhak
Kaia Laciann Brown
Tingyi Chen
Fiona Dong
Derin Erdogan
Ava Euna Hancock
Isabel Marie Larsen
Yun Alison Liang
Caroline Green Lidz
Hailey Samantha
Lowenstein
Mari Carmen Lucia Mosso
Aubrey Nash
Cecilia Naomi Ng
Mia Xi Rose Rapella
Thomas Dickie Rozelle
Danni Shen
Radhika Rajeev Srivastava
Grace Anne Tinlin
Alexandra Rae Trotto
Julia Louise Vitale
Mingjie Wu
Kelsey Rachel Zhen
Jiayi Zhou
Zihan Zhou
Bachelor of Arts, Communication Studies
Safa Yasmeen Bilal
Naby Ismael Diallo
Sofia Christina Esposito
Maia Fernandez Baigun
Valentina Maria Ferreira
Fernandes Bastos
Richard Allen Gallos III
Emlyn Marie Griffiths
Taylie Akemi Kawakami
Serena Shan Li
Laura Kate Mattingly
Sam Elizabeth Steenstrup
Matthew James Stefanowicz
Jessica Chan Wilson
Bachelor of Arts, Communication Studies and Sociology
Jia Lee
Jasmine Elizabeth Rodriguez
Bachelor of Arts, Media and Screen Studies and Journalism
Nicholas James Stolte
Yixuan Xiao
Xiaoxiao Yang
Yixuan Yang
Angelica Rose Zuber
Bachelor of Arts, Media and Screen Studies and Media Arts
Cali Olivia Cardenas
Isabella Grace Ciaramitaro
Yining Han
William Gustav Kynast
Hrishikesh Deodatta
Tendulkar
Meng Wu
Bachelor of Arts, Media and Screen Studies and Sociology
Benjamin Peter Hussey
Bachelor of Arts, Political Science and Communication Studies
Maria Louise Barrett
Chiara Martina Jurczak
Bachelor of Arts, Communication Studies and Graphic and Information Design
Emma Katharine Fairbanks-Lee
Julieta Feldman
Erin Marie Fitzpatrick
Clara Sitara Folkebo
Gunnarwolfe E Fontaine
Emily Brooke Greenberg
Danielle Helen Heims
Minh Vu Quang Hoang
Yoo Jeong Yves Hong
Hannah Kathryn Hostetter
Karina Jamri
Alexandra Manuela Kanners
Jhoonho J. Kim
Piper Marin Leopold
Wanning Li
Nathan Augustus Jorge
Azara Mahtani
Alexandra Gabriela McCauley
Lily Emerson Meyer
Erika Midori Noda
Ellen Grace O’Brien
Marina Polios
Joseph A Pridgen
Rachel Priestley
Edith Cristabel Rivas
Noah Michael Sabadish
Milan Navin Sakhrani
Valentina Segura
Raigan Jade Spector
Alexis Tang
Alayna Michele Thomas
Cheuk Yan Tse
Lila Anne Vogel
Ethan Jared Wayne
Drew Ashley Young
Bachelor of Arts, Media and Screen Studies
Ruby Coleen Bullock
Tess Spitzer Caldwell
Xudong Chen
Noah Parker Doty
Geeta Emily Gayle
Andre Juca Machado Filho
Dena Rana
Annunziata Clare Rich
Harrison Scott Sims
Bachelor of Arts, Media and Screen Studies
Nicholas James Stolte
Yixuan Xiao
Xiaoxiao Yang
Yixuan Yang
Angelica Rose Zuber
Bachelor of Arts, Media and Screen Studies and Journalism
Margaret Ann Carl
Lucas Simon Cooperman
Karissa Xing Korman
Harriet Lee Rovniak
Bachelor of Arts, Media and Screen Studies and Media Arts
Cali Olivia Cardenas
Isabella Grace Ciaramitaro
Yining Han
William Gustav Kynast
Hrishikesh Deodatta
Tendulkar
Meng Wu
Bachelor of Arts, Media and Screen Studies and Sociology
Benjamin Peter Hussey
Degree Recipients

Bachelor of Science, Business Administration and Communication Studies
Lauren Pauline Alkire
Tal Aaron Benami
Molly Ann Burns
Hana Misha Chalmers
Alexa Marie Cihak
Theodore Patrick Doherty
Andrew Dunayevskiy
Ondine Gabrielle Finley
Manuela Jordão Fleischman
Natalie Pearson
Gambardella
Emma Valli Katko
Abigail Hahyoun Lee
Serena Lee
Zehui Li
Zachary William Parker
John Anthony Reetz
Sonia Rachel Safr
Maria Jose Salazar
Noah Michael Sweeney
Han Wang
Gregory Paul Willis

Bachelor of Science, Media and Screen Studies and Theatre
Makenna Marie Harnden

INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES – ARTS, MEDIA AND DESIGN
Bachelor of Arts, Approved Independent Studies
Sophia Maeve O'Shea
Isabelle Serena Roberts
Chloe Felixe Starbird

JOURNALISM
Bachelor of Arts, Journalism
Raiyah Ahmed
Alexandra Barton Anderson
Cathy Faye Ching
Dylan Singh Dhindsa
Lillian H. Elwood
Eri May Fine
Isabelle An-Mei Li Harris
Farrah Mohamed Haytham
Crystal Herrera
Marta Johanna Hill
Luiza Batista Da Costa
Loyo
Clara Helen McCourt
Katherine Elizabeth Mogg
Bela Omoeva
Ariana J. Ottrando
Rose Lora Pecci
Elena Madeleine Plumb
Vitoria Maria Poejo
Eamonn Lenehan Ryan
Hannah Riley Sammut
Margaret Marie Scales
Jack Thomas Sinclair
Antonia Sousa
Alexandra Grace Sumas
Lauren Hunter Thomas
Jasmine Melina Velazco
Ella Katherine Witt

Bachelor of Arts, Journalism and Communication Studies
Chelsea Lorene Comploto Henderson

Bachelor of Arts, Journalism and English
Sarah Grace Barber
Elena Giardina
Matthew Alexander Yan

Bachelor of Arts, Journalism and International Affairs
Wyatt Noble DuPont

Bachelor of Arts, Journalism and Political Science
Noelia Arteaga
Mirjana Mikhalevna Hutnik
Sydney Ruth Steinberg

Bachelor of Science, Criminal Justice and Journalism
Gabriella Anne Barnett
Olivia Katherine Bercraft

Bachelor of Science, Journalism and Interaction Design
Laurel Somers Booth
Gwen Sophia Egan
Grace Kathleen Gilson
Nora Beatrice Holland
Jayden Amaya Khatib

MUSIC
Bachelor of Arts, Music
Katherine Moira Miner

Bachelor of Science, Music
Yufuki Michael Asano
Azariah Jesiah Baker
Madison Alexandra Bequer
Jasmine Alexiis Bryant
Lily Jean Ehren
Benjamin Robert Einzig
Blake Tyler Farfan
Gregory Charles Gold
Andrea Guzman-Kern
Michael John Iantosca
Myles Ajoy Karna
Emily Margaret Kraine
John Farrell Lowder
Liam Sang Martley
Lily Isabel Mathes
Jacob Kaden Misko
Ana Poulin
Rosie Mae Scott

Bachelor of Science, Music and Communication Studies
Cyrus Aziz Alamzad
Annabelle Haune Chung
Lana Isabella Clifford
Jack Campbell Deutsch
Jazmine Piper Marsalis
Isabelle Cora McNamara
Liam Robert Michalski
Samia Kristie Osner
Amber Stallworth
Hengyi Zhu

Bachelor of Science, Psychology and Music
Kristina Abyad
Tanvi Ruhi Das
Lauren S. Elkins
Corinna Faith Parrish
Russell J. Zingler

THEATRE
Bachelor of Arts, Theatre
Erin Marie Fitzpatrick
Sadja Muhammad Jannah
Sydney Elizabeth Love
Maeroise Stephens Pepe
Umut Yalcinkaya

Bachelor of Arts, Theatre and Interaction Design
Rory Catherine O'Neil

Bachelor of Science, Psychology and Theatre
Lara Grey Graber-Mitchell
Mollie Ruth Parkinson
Andie Lauren Weiner

Bachelor of Science, Theatre
Donovan Andrew Holt
Abigail Juliet Kesselman
Hannah Rose Marks

Combined Majors and External Home Colleges
With Bouvé College of Health Sciences
Bachelor of Science, Communication Studies and Health Science
Rebecca Alice McConnell

With College of Engineering
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering, Civil Engineering and Architectural Studies
Terrance Joseph Dumoulin
Mingxin Fang
Katelyn M. Jaime
Jordan E Marshall
Matthew Everett Price-Palluel
Mark R. Sogegian
Jayla Nicole tillison
Degree Recipients

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering, Electrical Engineering and Music
Andrew Abrego
Marcus William Albertson
Charles Nicolas Daigle
Aidan Mark Dougherty
Jack Patrick Duggan
George Henry Hagopian

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and Theatre
Elise Christine Cooke

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering, Environmental Engineering and Landscape Architecture
Samir Tristan Tandon

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and Design
Aishazhan Abuova
Fridahan Esino Basame
Nicholas John Frederick Berry
Joseph W Boucher
Landon Brown
Yi Chen
Kathleen Josephine Cuccia-Fenton
Jocelyn D. D’Amato
Grace Isabelle Goddard
Liza Kadri Granoe

Lucy Margaret Krumick
Taylor McGrath Leibig
Der Chi Lin
Mai Matsuhashi
Justin Daniel Roffman
Phillip Russell Sarocco
Maya Elizabeth Senescu
Matyas Spunberg
Mitchell Jonathan Taradash
Alyssa Rose Ulla
Sofia Varner
Natalie Francis Walsh

With College of Science

Bachelor of Science, Behavioral Neuroscience and Design
Tobechukwu Oluwatobilola
Chima
Kate Skylar Feder
Emily Xinyi Liu
Elizabeth Therese
Piatkowski
Michael Alonso Rivera

Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science and Landscape Architecture
Evan Noah Penn
Christopher Aaron Pusunge
Anastasia Gethsemane
Sotos

Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science and Communication Studies and Graphic and Information Design
Sarah Kathryn Jacobs

Bachelor of Science, Environmental Studies and Music
Mazii Carmenie Chery

Bachelor of Science, Graphic and Information Design and Math
Nicole Cará
Rachael Kam

Bachelor of Science, Physics and Music
Lucas Faria de Sá Tucker
Daniel Valentine

Bachelor of Science, Psychology and Music
Paden Michael Cerbone
Hannah Catherine
Ferguson

With College of Social Sciences and Humanities

Bachelor of Arts, Communication Studies
Erin Savannah Jordan Gill

Bachelor of Arts, Communication Studies and Sociology
Maya Gabriela Bravo
Qiuhua Chen
Zihan Yu

Bachelor of Arts, Human Services and Communication Studies
Emily Elizabeth Julien

Bachelor of Arts, Human Services and Theatre
Madeleine Teehan Elsea

Bachelor of Arts, Journalism and English
Maleri Michele Ginsberg

Bachelor of Arts, Journalism and Political Science
Alexander Richard Buckley
Emma Charlotte Fox
Emma Mary Magioncalda
Delaney A. Murray

Bachelor of Arts, Media and Screen Studies and English
Stephanie Nataly Da Costa Pereira
Emily Loughran
Kathryn Elizabeth Rivelli
Cameron Hope Zaniker

Bachelor of Arts, Political Science and Communication Studies
Alyssa Christien Endres

Bachelor of Arts, Political Science and Communication Studies
Tehya Anne Gerbino

Bachelor of Arts, Political Science and Communication Studies
Margaret Ananya

Bachelor of Arts, American Sign Language and Theatre
Helena Katharine Spofford

Bachelor of Arts, Criminal Justice and Journalism
Bridge Agnes Bost

With D’Amore-McKim School of Business

Bachelor of Science, Business Administration and Communication Studies
Yinghao An
Simran Anand
Bentley Heminway
Anderson
Define Mine Ariel
Roya Baalbaki
Joshua Adam Baker
Aditi Bansal
Zeming Bao
Martí Paige Bennett
Mahfong Mann Bloom
Aiden Tomita Blumenstein
Radhika Chandrashekar
Bohra
Gabriela Campos Blay
Sage Shih Yuan Chen
Alice Chengying Chi
Mayanjali Ananya
Chinthakunta
Vivian Chong
Casey Daniel Cormier
Kenedee Nicole Cox
Angela Lexin Deng
Christopher William
Denham
Oriana El Khoury
Tania Maria El Mallah

William Brock Everett
Luri Fan
Hannah Chunhou Flory
Sara Forsey
Ryan Maxwell Fruhling
Sabrina Grace Gribbel
Paige Ada Halliday
Melanie Mariam Hassoun
Kiley Grace Hickman
Amelia Margaret Hynes
Lilianna R Johnson
Nira Indigo Kotay
George Michael Kushakji
Chong Lai
Pasit Lerkkumsup
Coco Colette S Lheritier
Yi Li
Hannah L Lienert
Shang Lyu
Shixiao Ma
Amala Chandrika
Mammayil
Grace Elizabeth McShea
Nayla Moawad
Maya Shula Osman
Eshaan Parekh
Sanya Parikh
Alexandra Parodi
Trung Chi Phan
Giulia Pugliese
Leanne Raad
Alexis Camille Raitt
Claire Lucine Reilly
Ana Karen Sanchez
Gonzalez
Hannah Shapiro
Emily Kate Shaughnessy
Angelica Margaret Peralta Slater
Samantha Jane Stamer
Matthew Christopher Sullivan
Timothy Charles Sullivan
Pierre Claude Sylvain Jr.
Amy Elizabeth Tey
Kyle Allen Todhunter
Nghi Trong Truong
Yuqing Wang
Emerson Anne Weeks
Zeyun Xiu
Soomin Yang
Jianing Yu

Bachelor of Science, Business Administration and Design
Connor John Barnes
Lily Grace Bertucci
Dominique Irene Biron
Carly Ann Brown
Sebastian Buckley
Benjamin Charles Carrillo
Nicolas Edmond Chapus
Vanessa Wei Yi Chen
Nyree Ann Christianian
Brandon Paul Fogarty
Amsaranaa Ganbat
Reginald Hiroshi Gordon
Deefah He
Logan Everest Heberg
Emmanuel Saerohm Hong
Aymun Imran
Iha Jain

Jude Jarrar
Shayaan Ahmad Khawaja
Rachel Haun Kim
Elena Marie Kinney
Christopher D Kneeland
Amelia Rose Laxer
Minghuihuang Liu
Xinlei Liu
Bernice Luong
Giulia Mac Dowell
Quattrone Frering
Vy Tuong Mai
Kalli Lynn Miller
Milad K. Moradi
Kaylee Mae Palin
Vanessa Peng
Charlotte Barnes Pick
Atari Junianti Probosutedjo
Haidyn Elizabeth Redmond
Jordanna Jane Sabga
Logan Christopher
Sanderson
Henry Angus Schmitz
Azra Naz Schorr
Vanathi Yazhini Selvan
Fuling Song
Griffin Jetming Tsang
Beatrice van der Velde-Kraft
Sanjana Wagh
Elsie Wang
Jessie Mengxuan Wang
Zena Ali Watfa
Shangyi Ye

With Khoury College of Computer Sciences

Bachelor of Science, Computer Science and Communication Studies
Sophia Akhter
Nicole Elizabeth Rosas
Simone Sejdenfaden
Jacob Daniel Shell
Jeffery Chang Ze Yu

Bachelor of Science, Computer Science and Design
Emma Wehmann Bell
Lucy Bell
Matthew Marcello Blanco
Cynthia Cao
Tomás Edwin Carlson
Ayla Naomi Dursun
Julia Rose Golison
Hunter Robert Groff
Jeffrey Jinfai Guo
Emily Hendrick
Alix Elizabeth Heudebourg
Anna Ji
Eileen Minyoung Lee
Kelly Jialin Ma
Cassandra Moe
Alexander Onyekachi
Nwangha
Paul Timothy Plow III
Dexter Robinson Renick
Kathy Sha
Leroy Benjamin
Shaigorodsky

Stephen Jon Sheldon
Jonathan Shih
Isabel Ramalho Silva
Emily Macdonald Smith
Christina Jiajia Wu
Jyaleen Wu
Qian Xiao
Sarah Zhang
Jiayue Zhao

Bachelor of Science, Computer Science and Game Development
Rafael Arias Torres
Mateus N. Aurelio
Tanner Jacob Dione
Badey
Christopher Lloyd Boyd
Andrew Theo Coeytaux
Isabella Claiborne Conner
Luis Angel Garcia
Magen Dawn Hocker
Thao Phuong Le
Jonathan Maxwell Lehman
Yuxing Li
Samik Mathur
Astor Meredith Goujon
Nicholas Steven Mower
Spencer Hyungwon Muller
Andrew Thomas Panzone
Laurel Parsons
Scott Lee Pignataro
Jacob Henry Pine
Danny Son
Nhan Thien Son
Jack Kemper Speake
Cleo Ting Trumbull

Meng-Hsien Tsai
Jason Vu Nguyen
Zane Jacob Walter
Zhijian Wang
Yuyang Wei
Jared Weinstein
Hongyi Zhang

Bachelor of Science, Computer Science and Media Arts
Lucy Hope Aronoff
Yifan Bao
Abigail Vivian Dennin
Jonathan Max Edelman
Elizabeth Inhae Hwang
Akhil Kanumuri
Christina Faye Medeiros
Meng Un
Xunye Wang
Madeline Grace Zhang

Bachelor of Science, Computer Science and Music
Peter Shaw Benson
Tyler John Furrier
Reece Joseph Graham
Jason Michael Hoopes
Jakob Philippe
Spencer Lang Soodek